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ABSTRACT 
 

Aim of the present chapter is the introduction of fundamental correlations between in 
vitro cultivating conditions for soft tissues (e.g., cartilaginous tissue), cell response, and 
resulting morphological properties of the engineered tissue in order to provide strategies 
for optimal integrated design of bioreactor configuration and biomaterial support that will 
enhance functional tissue assembly in future applications. Mathematical modeling and 
numerical simulations are used as relevant and suitable tools in the analysis of such 
complex dynamics. They are applied to introduce a rigorous framework for better 
recognition, definition and characterization of some specific links between the 
biomechanics and biochemistry of soft tissue on one side and the physicochemical 
features of the supporting environment on the other side, giving emphasis, in particular, 
to the effect of the fluid-dynamic shear stress (such attention being motivated by the 
recent experimental evidence that the shear stress exerted on the surface of a tissue 
specimen by an external moving fluid can induce changes in tissue metabolism and 
function). The chapter runs as follows: Available data in the literature are initially used to 
build a set of growth models by analogy with macromolecular crystals. Surface kinetic 
conditions are defined which are theoretically coupled to the transfer of mass and 
momentum at the specimen/culture-liquid interface. This leads to a group of differential 
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equations for the nutrient concentration around the sample and for the evolution of tissue 
mass displacement. Such evolution is then numerically simulated in the context of 
modern moving boundary CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) methods (Volume-of-
Fluid and Level-set techniques). Iterative comparison between the CFD simulations and 
available experimental data is proven to be a novel and relevant means for progressive 
refinement of the initial theoretically-postulated growth models and the final 
determination of a precise mathematical formalism for the tissue growth surface kinetics 
(able to provide effective solutions in practical situations). Some modern concepts such 
as the particular form of cellular architecture known as “tensegrity” and its role (together 
with that played by specific transmembrane molecules known as integrins) in 
determining the response of the cytoskeleton to the application of external stimuli (i.e. the 
mechanotransduction process) are invoked and used to elaborate some microphysical 
reasoning for such a mathematical formalism. Beyond relevance to the field of tissue 
engineering and practical applications, the present chapter also represents a relevant and 
typical example of situations in which nonlinearities “conspire” to form organized spatial 
patterns. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The in vitro culture of 3D tissues under conditions that support efficient nutrition of cells 

is an important step towards the development of functional grafts for the treatment of lost or 
damaged body parts and/or to re-establish appropriate structure, composition and functions of 
native tissue. 

The key factor in this new field of engineering involves how to define the properties of 
the artificial environments wherein biological tissues are grown in order to achieve the best 
possible conditions for growth. Organic soft tissues are very sensitive to their environment 
and, if exposed to sufficiently severe conditions may denature and/or degrade. In general, 
they have to be constantly maintained in a thoroughly hydrated state at or near physiological 
pH and temperature.  

For these reasons, very gentle and restricted techniques must be used. In practice, the 
basic approach pursued by researchers for the in vitro cultivation of functional tissue 
equivalents is to mimic as much as possible the native cell environment and recapitulating 
processes during normal in vivo tissue development (this approach is generally based on 
bioreactor cultivation that provides facilitated transport of nutrients and metabolites, and 
provision of molecular regulatory factors). 

Further progress in creating proper environments for the growth of the tissues requires a 
precise understanding of how all the chemical, mechanical and other environmental factors 
influence growth. In general, in fact, the generation of 3D tissues ex vivo not only poses new 
technical challenges (i.e. the design of new bioreactors) due to the physicochemical 
requirements of large cell-masses but also requires the development of new biological models 
(rather than those already established). It is worth stressing that major obstacles to the 
generation of functional tissues and their widespread clinical use are still related to a limited 
understanding of the regulatory role of specific physicochemical and especially mechanical 
culture parameters on tissue development. 
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Recent advances in cellular and molecular biology have furthered our knowledge of the 
biochemical aspects of this problem. Understanding the biochemistry of growth is most 
desirable. Biochemistry can explain why a tissue grows. That is not enough, however. It is 
also necessary to know how a tissue grows. The latter means macroscopic description in 
terms of the macroscopically measurable parameters.  

The macroscopic parameters of tissue growth seem to be self-evident: mass and form 
(configuration). Hence, last but not least is the understanding of the process of tissue spatial 
pattern formation. It is very likely that we can affect these processes by applying mechanical 
stimuli. The working hypothesis that has driven many works over recent years, in fact, is that 
although tissue morphogenesis tends to be genetically-determined and chemically mediated, 
the actual process of tissue construction may be regulated mechanically (Huang and Ingber, 
1999), i.e. mechanical stresses may be a dominating morphogenetic regulator in tissue pattern 
formation and mechano-morphogenesis (Li et al., 2006). 

Along these lines, over recent years, the evolving field of “functional tissue engineering” 
has become increasingly popular. In functional tissue engineering, controlled mechanical 
loadings are applied to developing constructs in an attempt to direct the formation of a more 
biomechanically-competent tissue. 

There is a plethora of data demonstrating the positive effects of mechanical stimuli on the 
functional development of many tissue types.  

The optimal loading protocols, however, remain to be identified. It is unlikely that a 
single loading regime will be applicable across the wide range of systems (i.e. scaffold and 
cell types). Rather, each system will require a unique loading regime that considers scaffold 
composition and architecture, cell-scaffold interaction, cell density and distribution, and the 
rate and spatial patterning of extracellular matrix (ECM) development. Furthermore, since the 
tissue properties (mass, form and composition) change with matrix development, the loading 
regime needs to change with time to maintain consistent stimuli at the cell level.  

As most of soft tissues are cultivated in the aforementioned bioreactors where (due to 
requirements related to the provision of nutrients and/or oxygen to the tissue samples) the 
culture fluid is kept in relative motion with respect to the samples, the main mechanical 
stimulus is often represented by shear forces of a fluid-dynamic origin; several lines of 
evidence seem to support the idea of a leading role played by such stresses for the translation 
of mechanical culture conditions into tissue effects (Garcia-Briones and Chalmers, 1994; 
Shiragami and Unno, 1994; Zhang et al., 1995; Joshi et al., 1996; Topper and Gimbrone, 
1999; Gregoriades et al., 2000; Chisti, 2001; Balcells et al., 2005). 

To help predict the type and magnitude of mechanical stimuli that are most beneficial for 
developing constructs, several research groups have recently turned to computer models. 
Theoretical modeling, predicting fluid motion and stress fields, for example, can be used in 
synergy with biological experiments to predict how tissue level loading will influence cell 
behavior and tissue development. 

The present chapter may be regarded as a relevant example in which it is shown how 
such a synergy can be instrumental in unraveling complex interowen or overshadowed 
phenomena and finally in providing researchers with a solid basis on which they are able to 
estimate the possible impact of several parameters. 

Though the method and associated considerations are applied to a specific case (articular 
cartilage), the framework and related approach can be considered as a general philosophy 
applicable in principle to soft tissues grown in bioreactors under dynamic conditions. 
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Section 2 is devoted to a general description of articular cartilage and its properties. This 
type of tissue has enjoyed a widespread use in the literature as a “model” musculoskeletal 
tissue (it is often selected by investigators because of its resilience and low-metabolic 
requirements). Sections 3 is devoted to a brief (but quite exhaustive) discussion of the state-
of-the-art about mechanical stimuli and related known effects. Section 4 presents a short 
review of existing models, theories and related computational approaches; then the remaining 
part of this chapter is focused on the specific case of shear stresses of a fluid-dynamic origin 
and the theoretical framework mentioned above. 

 
  

2. A PARADIGM CASE: ARTICULAR CARTILAGE 
 

A Biphasic Material  
 
Articular cartilage is a highly specialized connective tissue that provides a nearly 

frictionless bearing surface, while also absorbing and transmitting compressive, tensile, and 
shear forces across diarthrodial joints (i.e. knee, hip, knuckles, etc.).  

It is relatively acellular, aneural and avascular, comprised of one cell type (chondrocytes) 
and may be regarded essentially as an immiscible biphasic material consisting of a solid 
matrix and interstitial fluid (Mow et al., 1980, Lai et al., 1991). Representing the fluid 
component is mostly water (~75% of the tissue’s total wet weight) and dissolved ionic species 
of electrolytes (Lai et al., 1991); the remaining solid matrix is comprised of type II collagen 
fibrils (~65% by dry weight), proteoglycans (~25% by dry weight) and other noncollagen 
proteins (Buckwalter and Mankin, 1998). Proteoglycans, the other major constituent beside 
collagen in the solid matrix, consist of a protein core and a “bottlebrush” series of 
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains. 

The relative amounts and organization of collagen and proteoglycan vary through the 
depth of the tissue, reflecting the variable distribution of load through the tissue. The 
collagenous components of the matrix provide tensile and shear strength to the tissue.  

The seemingly simple nature of articular cartilage (as mentioned before, there is a single 
cell type, the chondrocyte), and the tissue is avascular and aneural – coupled with the huge 
clinical problem of chondral injury and osteoarthritis, has made articular cartilage over recent 
years a prime target for tissue engineers. 

 
 

Chondrocytes  
 
Chondrocytes are the only cell type found in adult human articular cartilage and only 

occupy approximately 1-10% of the total tissue volume of human articular cartilage (Lebaron 
and Athanasiou, 2000; Temenoff and Mikos, 2000). Despite their relatively low 
concentration, chondrocytes are responsible for producing and replacing all the matrix 
molecules that give rise to articular cartilage’s unique mechanical properties and function 
(Temenoff and Mikos, 2000). 
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Interstitial Fluid: Water and Ions  
 
As previously discussed, articular cartilage can be viewed as a biphasic material, with a 

solid matrix phase and a fluid phase, comprised mostly of water (58-78% of the wet weight, 
which varies with thickness through the tissue) and dissolved inorganic salts (e.g., sodium, 
calcium, chloride, potassium). Roughly 30% of this water resides within the collagen fibers, 
the other 70% trapped by the proteoglycans. This interstitial fluid functions to not only 
provide nutrients to the tissue, but also to absorb much of the compressive loads of the joint. 
Joint loads are cushioned by the hydrostatic pressure within the matrix. This pressure is 
created by the interstitial water and salt ion entrapment by the highly (fixed) negative charge 
of the proteoglycans and subsequent resistance to flow. 

 
 

Mechanical Properties and Related Issues  
 
From a mechanical point of view functionality of articular cartilage is defined by 

parameters like permeability and stiffness, which can be related to the GAG and collagen II 
contents. 

Like other tissues, natural cartilage remodels both in vivo and in vitro in response to 
mechanical forces and hence mechanical stimulation is believed to have a potential as a tool 
to modulate extracellular matrix synthesis in tissue-engineered cartilage and hence the 
mechanical properties mentioned above. 

Although tissue engineering of articular cartilage is a promising approach for cartilage 
repair, however, many investigators have found significant difficulties in developing 
cartilaginous tissue in vitro that mimics the properties of native cartilage. Isolated 
chondrocytes grown in culture typically do not accumulate enough extracellular matrix, and 
the generated tissue possesses only a fraction of the mechanical properties of native cartilage. 
According to the theoretical arguments illustrated in the foregoing text, one potential 
explanation for this might be that the cells are grown in an environment lacking the 
mechanical stimuli to which the chondrocytes are exposed in vivo. The in vitro production of 
cartilage constructs with inferior matrix composition and mechanical properties is often 
attributed to static-culture methods.  

For this reason significant attempts have been made to develop specific bioreactor 
systems able to overcome the mass transport limitations of static culture and for the explicit 
application mechanical stimuli. 

In practice, the major approach to enhancing the matrix composition and mechanical 
properties of tissue-engineered constructs is the use of bioreactors, which culture tissues in 
vitro under dynamic conditions. Such dynamic conditions affect developing tissues by 
increasing the overall mass transport of nutrients and waste and especially by providing a 
mechanical stimulus, both of which have been shown to be potent modulators of chondrocyte 
metabolism.  

In particular, it has been demonstrated that the bioreactor environment has a profound 
impact on tissue morphology and mechanical properties, associated with differences in mass 
transfer and hydrodynamic conditions (Vunjak-Novakovic et al., 1999). Mechanical 
properties can be modulated by the biochemical composition of the culture medium, with 
respect to nutrient supply (Mauck et al., 2003). In addition, culture parameters like cell 
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density and culture time need to be optimized (LeBaron and Athanasiou, 2000). Based on the 
sensitivity of mature cartilage to mechanical load (Urban, 2000), moreover, different 
mechanical stimulation protocols can be used to enhance matrix synthesis and mechanical 
functionality, incorporating dynamic compression (Buschmann et al., 1995; Hung et al., 
2004), fluid shear stress (e.g., Williams et al., 2002) and hydrostatic pressure. Furthermore, it 
has to be noted that the overall response to these stimuli is influenced by the interaction 
between cell and “scaffold” material. 

Cells can grow freely suspended into the culture medium or arranged in monolayers at 
the bottom of the bioreactor. The usual approach, however, foresees the use of scaffolds 
(these structures mimic the body’s internal environment, see, e.g., Frenkel and Di Cesare, 
2004 ; Radisic et al., 2006). 

In general, the following phases can be distinguished in a typical in vitro growth process: 
First, cells are isolated from a source (human or bovine) and expanded in culture to obtain 
sufficient numbers. Then the cells are seeded in a scaffold, i.e. a biodegradable three-
dimensional structure that provides support for the cells. Subsequently, during culture in a 
bioreactor, the cells are conditioned to synthesize extracellular matrix components, resulting 
in neo-cartilage formation. 

Current research is mainly characterized by a strong experimental basis. The use of 
computational methods is relatively limited, while modeling could potentially provide an 
important contribution to the optimization of bioreactors and culture protocols.  

The next section reviews how mechanical loading (i.e. dynamic compression, shear 
loading, fluid shear and hydrostatic pressure) has been used in earlier experimental studies to 
direct the development of tissue-engineered articular cartilage. Such a section is intended to 
give the reader a clear picture of the state-of-the-art while also providing some essential 
information propaedeutical to the comprehension of the arguments and models introduced in 
the subsequent sections. 

 
 

3. REGULATION OF CARTILAGE METABOLISM 
 

3.1. Mechanical Factors 
 
As explained in Sect. 2, besides being amenable to large-scale bio-processing, bioreactors 

can provide a mechanical stimulus and/or improve mass transport in order to stimulate tissue 
development. Mechanical stimuli applied in vitro, such as the compression, tension and shear, 
are inspired by the in vivo setting, as articular cartilage resides in a complex and demanding 
mechanical environment (Darling and Athanasiou, 2003). Reproducing this environment is 
hypothesized to condition neo-tissue to become more like native tissue while developing in 
vitro. 

To examine the mechanisms behind translation of the mechanical load into a biochemical 
signal, a number of systems and techniques have been developed in vitro and ex vivo to 
simplify the complex in vivo loading situation. Studies examined in this section are discussed 
according to loading modality (compression, tension and shear) and their phenomenological 
effects. Both tissue level and cell-level experiments are discussed as such as the conclusions 
drawn must be made according to the system. 
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Compression  
Generally speaking, static compression has been found to have inhibitory effects (see, 

e.g., Ragan et al., 2000) while dynamic compression produces positive effects in terms of 
articular cartilage maintenance. Furthermore, dynamic compression can have a “chondro-
protective” effect by reversing detrimental effects. In the presence of certain growth factors 
dynamic loading can even produce synergistic biosynthetic effects. 

 
Shear Loading  

Tissue shear experiments are particularly useful because there is no volumetric change, 
interstitial fluid flow or induced pressure gradients, limiting the number of variables in the 
system and isolating the effects of matrix and cell deformation (by subjecting the tissue to 
pure shear and thusly removing fluid flow as a variable, the synthetic response can be 
attributed to cell and matrix deformation only). 

To isolate the effects of tissue deformation from phenomena related to fluid flow, Frank 
et al. (2000) and Jin et al. (2001) applied direct shear to cartilage explants. Dynamic shear 
deformation (1-3% strain, 0.01-1.0 [Hz]) was shown to stimulate collagen and proteoglycan 
biosynthesis 50% and 25%, respectively (Jin et al., 2001). Interestingly, shear loading 
preferentially up-regulated collagen biosynthesis over proteoglycan biosynthesis (2:1), 
whereas dynamic compression led to a nearly identical up-regulation of collagen and 
proteoglycan biosynthesis for the same bovine cartilage explant system. 

Waldman et al. (2003a) cultured chondrocytes in porous calcium phosphate scaffolds for 
four weeks under free-swelling culture followed by four weeks of culture with daily dynamic 
shear strain. 

Constructs subjected to six or 30 minutes of cyclic shear strain (2% shear strain at 1 [Hz], 
superimposed on a 5% compressive tare strain) per day had higher rates of collagen and 
proteoglycan synthesis. After four weeks of daily six minute loadings, loaded constructs 
contained 40% more collagen and 35% more proteoglycan than free-swelling controls. 
Constructs exposed to shear forces also had a significantly higher equilibrium modulus and 
maximum stress (six- and three-fold increases, respectively) (Waldman et al., 2003a). These 
increases over statically-cultured constructs were similar to the increases reported for similar 
constructs under dynamic compression (see also Waldman et al., 2003b). 

 
Fluid Induced Shear Stress  

In the case of cartilage, fluid-dynamic shear stress occurs for in vivo conditions due to the 
reaction of interstitial fluid to the application of an external load and for in vitro conditions 
due to imposed motion of the bioreactor culture liquid. 

On a cellular level, many studies have been performed using several types of cells in 
monolayer culture and exposing them to fluid-induced shear stress (see, e.g., Frangos et al., 
1985; Levesque and Nerem, 1985; Jacobs et al., 1998; Nackam et al., 1998; Jockenhoevel et 
al., 2002). For the case of chondrocytes, in particular, relevant studies have been carried out 
by Smith et al. (1995), Mohtai et al. (1996), Hung et al. (2000) and Edlich et al. (2004).  

With only cells in the system, many cell-signaling events can be isolated, although the 
results have to be carefully interpreted as chondrocytes exist in tissue as rounded cells, 
whereas in monolayer they are flattened and may respond differently than in situ.  
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Smith et al. (1995), in particular, examined the effects of fluid-induced shear stress on 
high density monolayers of chondrocytes. The fluid induced shear stress was applied using a 
cone viscometer system to stimulate all the cells uniformly under conditions of minimal 
turbulence.  

A fluid-induced shear of 1.6 [Pa=dyne/cm2] was applied to both normal human and 
bovine articular chondrocytes for periods of 24, 48, and 72 hours. At 48 and 72 [h], fluid-
induced shear caused individual chondrocytes to elongate and align tangential to the direction 
of cone rotation. Fluid-induced shear stimulated glycosaminoglycan synthesis and increased 
the length of newly synthesized chains in both human and bovine chondrocytes. In human 
chondrocytes, the hydrodynamic size of newly synthesized proteoglycans also was shown to 
increase. 

In an subsequent study (Smith et al., 2000), the analysis of the cellular response has also 
included quantification of cytokine release, matrix metalloproteinase expression and 
activation of intracellular signaling pathways. The data presented showed that articular 
chondrocytes exhibit a dose- and time-dependent response to shear stress that results in the 
release of soluble mediators and extracellular matrix macromolecules. The data suggest that 
the chondrocyte response to mechanical stimulation contributes to the maintenance of 
articular cartilage homeostasis in vivo.  

Later, Malaviya and Nerem (2002) focused on the relationships among fluid shear, 
growth velocity and chondrocyte proliferation (fluid shear upregulating chondrocyte 
proliferation). Further, they investigated if this effect is mediated by TGF-β1, a known 
mediator of fluid shear effects in other cell types and a mitogen for chondrocytes. To test the 
hypotheses, primary bovine articular chondrocytes were cultured in monolayers (~40,000 
[cells/cm2]) to 80-85% confluency. After 24 [h] of growth arrest, cells were exposed to 3.5 
[Pa] fluid shear stress for 96 [h]. These results have shown that fluid shear stress upregulates 
chondrocyte proliferation and that this effect is partially mediated by TGF-β1. 

More recently, Gemmiti and Guldberg (2006) have designed a novel parallel-plate 
bioreactor to apply a very precise (desired) level of fluid flow-induced shear stress to tissue-
engineered articular cartilage. This type of bioreactor has similar features to those used 
previously to apply a fluid-induced shear stress to cell monolayers (two parallel plates 
separated by a defined distance that creates a flow channel through which fluid is perfused 
with a parabolic velocity profile, commonly referred to as « Poiseuille flow »). 

These researchers seeded primary bovine articular chondrocytes into the bioreactor at 
high densities (1.7×106 [cell/cm2]) without a scaffold and cultured for two weeks under static, 
no-flow conditions. A mean fluid flow-induced shear stress of 1 [dyne/cm2] was then applied 
continuously for 3 days. The application of flow produced constructs with significantly higher 
amounts of collagen compared to static controls. Concurrently, the tensile Young's modulus 
and ultimate tissue strength were significantly increased in flow samples compared to static 
controls. 

The examples above are limited to the case of monolayers, but as anticipated in Sect. 2, 
the effects of shear stress have been also studied on chondrocytes in a variety of bioreactor 
systems using scaffold-based tissue-engineered constructs (these effects have been exploited 
using spinner flask, rotating-wall, and perfusion culture systems). 

As a relevant and important example, cartilage constructs were grown by Vunjak-
Novakovic et al. (1996) using isolated chondrocytes and biodegradable polymer scaffolds 
made of fibrous polyglycolic acid in the form of 1 [cm] diameter × 5 [mm ] thick discs. The 
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scaffolds were seeded in a mixed cell suspension and cultured for up to 8 weeks under static 
or mixed tissue culture conditions in petri dishes and spinner flasks. Turbulent mixing 
significantly improved the biochemical compositions and altered morphologies of the 
cartilage constructs, which were the thickest ones cultured to date in vitro. Constructs from 
mixed cultures were more regular in shape and contained up to 70% more cells, 60% more 
sulfated glycosaminoglycan, and 125% more total collagen when compared to constructs 
from static cultures. Mixing also induced the formation of an outer capsule with multiple 
layers of elongated cells and collagen fibrils around the inner tissue phase, while statically 
grown constructs consisted of round cells embedded in cartilaginous matrix. Mixing during 
cell seeding and tissue culture was shown, thus, to be an important parameter for the 
cultivation of tissue-engineered cartilage in a range of sizes, shapes and compositions for a 
variety of clinical applications (e.g., fibrous cartilage for reconstructive surgery or articular 
cartilage for joint resurfacing). 

Gooch et al. (2001), to investigate the effects of the hydrodynamic environment on 
tissue-engineered cartilage, seeded primary bovine calf chondrocytes on fibrous polyglycolic 
acid meshes and cultured them in spinner flasks either statically or at one of nine different 
turbulent mixing intensities. In medium from unmixed flasks, CO2 accumulated and O2 was 
depleted, whereas in medium from mixed flasks the concentrations of both gases approached 
their equilibrium values. Relative to constructs exposed to nonmixed conditions, constructs 
exposed to mixing contained higher fractions of collagen, synthesized and released more 
GAG, but contained lower fractions of GAG. Across the wide range of mixing intensities 
investigated, the presence or absence of mixing, but not the intensity of the mixing, was the 
primary determinant of the GAG and collagen content in the constructs 

Along these lines, it is also worth mentioning Freed et al. (1999) who extensively 
investigated the effect of bioreactor systems with different hydrodynamic and mixing 
conditions, such as static flasks, mixed flasks with turbulent flow and rotating bioreactors 
with laminar flow (rotary culture system). Static conditions resulted in fragile constructs with 
only peripheral matrix deposition. In constructs grown in mixed flasks more GAG was 
produced but also a larger amount was released into the culture medium. Rotating vessels 
yielded a uniform cartilaginous matrix and superior mechanical properties. These experiments 
confirmed earlier results obtained by the same group with this type of bioreactor.  

In this context, in particular, it is also worth citing the landmark experiments by Freed et 
al. (1997). Their method was based on cartilage cells (chondrocytes) and biodegradable 
polyglycolic acid (PGA) scaffolds having cylindrical shape. Chondrocytes were isolated from 
bovine calf articular cartilage and seeded onto the fibrous, biodegradable scaffolds. PGA 
scaffolds were 0.5 [cm] diameter x 0.2 [cm] thick discs formed as a 97% porous mesh of 13-
m diameter fibers. Culture medium in the rotating bioreactor consisted of DMEM with 4.5 
[g/l] glucose and other substances.  

For the first time these experiments proved the effect of the fluid-dynamic environment 
on the growth and morphological evolution of the tissue through direct comparison of 
experiments carried out in the true weightlessness of space and on the ground: in space the 
constructs were exposed to uniform shear and mass transfer at all surfaces such that the tissue 
grew equally in all directions, whereas on Earth the particular terrestrial fluid-dynamic 
environment (determined by the interplay between the freefall of the tissue specimen and the 
rotation of the bioreactor wall) was found to increase shear and mass transfer 
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circumferentially such that the tissue grew preferentially in the radial direction (around the 
lower corners). 

According to all these studies, some considerations can be drawn: In general, spinner 
flasks, in which constructs are suspended in the midst of mechanically stirred culture media, 
create turbulent flow fields around the constructs. This system increases mass transfer to the 
constructs, but the turbulent flow generated at the construct surface induced the formation of 
a fibrous outer capsule and inferior mechanical properties of chondrocyte-seeded polymer 
constructs (Vunjak-Novakovic et al., 1996). Rotating wall bioreactors, in contrast, produce 
laminar flow fields with shear stresses of approximately 0.08 [Pa=dyne/cm2] along the 
construct surface (Raimondi et al., 2002) and cultivation in these bioreactors can lead to 
increased mechanical and biochemical properties in polyglycolic acid (PGA) scaffolds 
(Vunjak-Novakovic et al., 1999); similar results (dynamic flow promotes extensive 
glycosaminoglycan and collagen) were obtained by Saini and Wick (2003) with a concentric 
cylinder bioreactor and a different type of scaffold (chondrocyteseeded polylactic acid (PLA) 
scaffolds). 

Bioreactor-mediated hydrodynamic environments (i.e., those produced by spinner flasks, 
rotating wall, perfusion systems, etc.) by applying shear stress to the tissue in culture, increase 
the mass transport and availability of nutrients throughout the construct due to enhanced 
convective fluid flow. However, bioreactor-grown constructs cultured under turbulent 
hydrodynamic conditions result in inferior tissues when compared to those cultured in laminar 
flow whereas a low shear environment enhances chondrogenesis. Such findings suggest that 
while hydrodynamic culture conditions may be beneficial to construct development, a well-
defined and controlled fluid environment is necessary to encourage proper tissue growth. 

In 2002, Raimondi et al. developed a perfusion system (with the culture medium flowing 
through chondrocyte-seeded porous scaffolds) which produced a median shear stress of 0.03 
[dyn/cm2] (at flow rate of 0.5 [cm3/min] as estimated by a computational fluid dynamics 
model) through the entire construct. They found that for human chondrocyte growth, this 
system led to increased cellularity and better structural integrity of constructs (providing a 
fluid-dynamic environment to the cells yielded significant differences in cell morphology and 
in construct structure).  

Along the same lines, more recently, in the study of Raimondi et al. (2006) bovine 
articular chondrocytes have been seeded on polyestherurethane foams and cultured for 2 
weeks in a direct perfusion bioreactor designed to impose 4 different values of shear level at a 
single flow rate (0.5 [cm3/min]). Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations were 
carried out on reconstructions of the scaffold obtained from micro-computed tomography 
images. Biochemistry analyses for DNA and GAG were performed, along with electron 
microscopy. The hydrodynamic shear induced on cells within constructs, as estimated by 
CFD simulations, ranged from 4.6 to 56 [mPa]. This 12-fold increase in the level of applied 
shear stress determined a 1.7-fold increase in the mean content in DNA and a 2.9-fold 
increase in the mean content in GAG. In contrast, the mean GAG/DNA ratio showed a 
tendency to decrease for increasing shear levels (these results suggest that the optimal 
condition to favor GAG synthesis in engineered constructs, at least at the beginning of 
culture, is direct perfusion at the lowest level of hydrodynamic shear). 

In the same year Marsano and coworkers (Marsano et al., 2006) seeded primary bovine 
and human culture-expanded chondrocytes into non-woven meshes of esterified hyaluronan 
(HYAFF((R))-11), and the resulting constructs were cultured statically or in a rotating 
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bioreactor, in the presence of insulin and TGFbeta3, for up to 4 weeks. Culture in the rotating 
bioreactor did not induce significant differences in the contents of glycosaminoglycans 
(GAG) and collagen deposited, but markedly affected their distribution. In contrast to 
statically grown tissues, engineered cartilage cultured in the rotating bioreactor had a bi-zonal 
structure, consisting of an outgrowing fibrous capsule deficient in GAG and rich in collagen, 
and an inner region more positively stained for GAG. Structurally, trends were similar using 
primary bovine or expanded human chondrocytes, although the human cells deposited inferior 
amounts of matrix. 

For the specific case of rotating bioreactors it has been also understood that the shear 
stress can influence the spontaneous aggregation of single cells (and ensuing tissue 
morphology) that occurs when no scaffolds are used to support growth (i.e. initial conditions 
corresponding to free cells in suspension, see, e.g., Marlovits et al., 2003). 

Experimental studies have disclosed that at rotation rates below a critical value, the cells 
‘self-assemble’ to form smooth ‘nodules’ that are approximately cylindrical with elliptical 
cross-section; however, at rotation rates above a critical value, an amorphous construct forms 
with a highly irregular boundary. The construct is denser than the surrounding culture media 
and histological studies indicate that the interior of the construct, which is a mix of apoptotic 
cells and culture media, is surrounded by an outer rim of proliferating cells and collagen. 

In the attempt to provide some insights into this behavior, Waters et al. (2006) have 
recently developed a mathematical model in which the construct has been modeled as a 
viscous drop in a (less dense) immiscible viscous fluid. They have examined the hypothesis 
that the construct morphology is a result of the mechanical forces that it experiences by 
considering the interfacial stability of an initially circular fluid-fluid interface to small-
amplitude, oscillatory perturbations. 

According to such analysis, the shape instability mentioned above is driven by the density 
difference between the two fluids (they have considered the effect of the rotation rate, the 
(time-dependent) gravitational field, and the material and geometrical properties of the system 
on the stability properties). 

To summarize, application of shear stress as a mechanical signal to chondrocytes has 
been shown to be a potent modulator of cellular metabolism, and has been achieved through 
either direct deformation of the tissue (Frank et al., 2000; Jin et al., 2001; Waldman et al., 
2003a,b) (where an actuating surface directly contacts and deforms the tissue) or through 
bioreactor-mediated hydrodynamic culture (Smith et al., 1995; Hung et al., 2000; Raimondi et 
al., 2002; Saini and Wick, 2003; Edlich et al., 2004). In the latter case, it is currently well 
recognized that a loading-induced (shear stress related) biophysical signal can regulate 
chondrocyte behavior and that a certain relationship can be established between a given 
imposed fluid flow and the tissue response in terms of tissue components concentration and 
distribution.  

Till date, however, the local shear stresses applied to constructs have been either 
unknown or widely heterogeneous making precise quantitative correlations between shear 
stress and effects on construct matrix composition or mechanical properties difficult to assess. 
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3.2. Molecular Regulatory Factors 
 
Gas and nutrient transport in the culture medium must be also regarded as critical factors 

potentially affecting tissue growth. In the specific case of articular cartilage, numerous 
experimental studies have demonstrated the close relationship that exists between matrix 
synthesis and energy metabolism of chondrocytes.  

Proteoglycan synthesis has been shown to be affected by nutrition (Mauck et al., 2003), 
pH and oxygen (Marcus, 1973; Lane et al., 1977; Clark et al., 1991; Obradovic et al., 1999; 
Ishihara and Urban, 1999; Saini and Wick, 2003). Quantification of the uptake and production 
of basic metabolites, such as glucose, oxygen and lactate, is therefore important in order to 
evaluate whether a favorable environment for chondrogenesis exists within the bioreactor and 
to optimize and design culture conditions and protocols. 

 
 

4. AVAILABLE MODELS AND NUMERICAL APPROACHES 
 

4.1. Volumetric Growth 
 
Some theories have been proposed by many investigators (see, e.g., Rodriguez et al., 

1994; Taber, 1998a,b; Taber and Chabert, 2002), to model growth in tissues modulated by 
internal stress (shear loading and/or compression). A general continuum formulation for finite 
volumetric growth in soft elastic tissues based on their internal mechanical state, in particular, 
has been proposed. This dependence has been introduced through the socalled growth law, 
which is a constitutive equation for the rate of change of the growth tensor, and describes its 
dependence on mechanical quantities such as stress, strain, and strain energy. The growth 
tensor is determined from the growth law.  

Two excellent implementations of this theory have been used to model continuous 
growth of soft tissues. The first, developed by Taber and coworkers (Taber (1998a), Taber 
(1998b), Taber and Chabert (2002)), has been used to investigate the growth of the heart, 
arteries, and skeletal muscles. In this approach, the growth law was defined on an initial fixed 
reference configuration for the entire growth process. In the second method, proposed by 
Hoger and coworkers (Rodriguez et al., 1994; Klisch et al., 2001), the growth model was 
defined on the current configuration of the loaded, growing material. This method was used to 
elucidate how residual stress arises during growth and how, in turn, the growth is affected by 
stress in the tissue. With this approach, typically, the problem is formulated as a set of partial 
differential equations governing the space and time dependence of the amounts of each 
component of the tissue, together with the physical stresses in each component. The theory 
requires constitutive relations to specify the material properties of each phase, and also 
requires relations to specify the stresses developed due to mechanical interactions, both 
within each phase and between different phases (see, e.g., the recent implementation by 
Lemon et al., 2005). 

It is also worth citing Volokh (2004), who has proposed a simple phenomenological 
framework for modeling growth of living tissues. Growth has been defined as a change of 
mass and configuration of the tissue; therefore the tissue has been considered as an open 
system where mass conservation is violated and the full-scale mass balance is applied. In 
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other words, growth has been modeled as a mass-flow/deformation process. In practice, this 
theory can be regarded as analogous to thermoelasticity where temperature is replaced by 
mass density. When the mass density distribution is known, it is possible to find deformation 
from the momentum balance accounting for the generalized Hooke’s law. The latter reveals 
close resemblance between growth and thermal expansion. 

All these works were devoted to volumetric growth while surface growth modeling is still 
considered to be out of the general framework of continuum mechanics because of the use of 
theories which do not use balance and constitutive equations (see, e.g., Skalak et al., 1997). 

 
 

4.2. Gas and Nutrient Transport 
 
In general the studies published along these lines over recent years can be roughly 

divided into two categories.  
The first category consists of elaborate modeling of the physical environment in 

bioreactors, with little emphasis on cellular behavior. For example, computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) models have been used to characterize the hydrodynamic environment in 
specific bioreactors, in order to determine the fluid shear stress on constructs (e.g., Bilgen and 
Barabino, 2007), as well as oxygen transport in the medium (Obradovic et al., 1999, 2000 and 
Williams et al., 2002).  

Obradovic et al. (1999, 2000) considered the role played by the supply of gas on the rates 
of synthesis of articular cartilage. They developed a model taking into account the transport 
of dissolved oxygen in the feeding liquid solution and, in particular, the effect of the gas 
tension. It was found that more efficient gas transport in both the culture medium and at the 
construct surfaces stimulated rapid tissue growth, while cultivation at low oxygen tension has 
the reverse effect. The number of adjustable parameters was kept to a minimum by inserting 
detailed experimental data for cell concentrations and construct dimensions. Calculated GAG 
distribution profiles were in good quantitative agreement with experimental results, however, 
at a lower oxygen concentration only qualitative resemblance was found. 

In Sengers et al. (2004) a finite-element approach was formulated, aimed at enabling an 
integrated study of mechanical and biochemical factors that control the functional 
development of tissue engineered constructs. A nonlinear biphasic displacement-velocity-
pressure description was combined with advective and diffusive solute transport, uptake and 
biosynthesis. To illustrate the approach they focused on the synthesis and transport of 
macromolecules within the construct under influence of fluid flow induced by cyclic 
compression 

A more sophisticated mathematical model has been used by Rivera-Solorio and Kleis 
(2006) to investigate the transport of dissolved oxygen from the bulk fluid to the surface of 
aggregates of animal cells cultured in a rotating bioreactor with these aggregates moving 
through different regions of the bioreactor and with a local flow field and concentration 
distribution varying with time (for other recent results, see also Obradovic et al., 2007). 

More recently, Cummings and Waters (2007) have solved the problem for the nutrient 
transport around the tissue construct in the special case in which the construct remains fixed 
in the laboratory frame; they have also elaborated a model for deducing the related growth 
rates (as the cells proliferate in response to the nutrient available locally). 
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On a smaller scale, CFD models have been used to evaluate the local fluid shear stress on 
chondrocytes attached to fibers in a porous scaffold (Raimondi et al., 2002; Cioffi et al., 
2005). 

The second category comprises studies that focus on a more detailed exploration of 
cellular processes within constructs, using a relatively simple geometry.  

Galban and Locke (1997) were the first to consider a system consisting of separate fluid 
and cell phases using a moving boundary approach to describe cell proliferation within a 
polymer scaffold. They also developed a volume averaging approach accounting for diffusive 
transport and the effect of spatial variations of cells, nutrients and product concentrations on 
cell growth (Galban and Locke, 1999a,b). These models gave a qualitative representation of 
cell growth trends when compared to experimental data, but could not provide a general 
quantitative fit.  

As additional examples, oxygen diffusion and uptake were modeled to determine the 
oxygen utilization of chondrocytes in three-dimensional culture by Nehring et al. (1999) and 
Malda et al. (2004). A general model for scaffold degradation and matrix accumulation was 
shown to be capable of representing the evolving matrix content of cartilage constructs, for a 
large number of different experimental configurations (Wilson et al., 2002). Matrix deposition 
and synthesis based on oxygen availability were modeled to describe the inhomogeneous 
matrix distribution commonly found within engineered cartilage constructs. 

 
 

4.3. Moving Interfaces and Eulerian Tracking Methods 
 
It is important to stress that, as outlined before, the available theories have focused on 

"what happens inside the tissue" or on the external hydrodynamic environment whereas the 
biomechanical laws that govern soft-tissue growth in terms of "surface 
incorporation/conversion conditions" (balance equations modeling the growth interface 
kinetics) remain poorly understood.  

The existing theories for volumetric growth do not cover/include the sensitivity that 
tissues exhibit with respect to the action exerted on their surface by external moving fluid 
and, in general, cannot take into account surface kinetics, i.e. the way by which a tissue 
construct or an aggregate of cells interact with the external environment (in terms of 
physicochemical regulatory factors) and grows according to such interactions (size and 
morphological evolution).  

Fortunately, the science of computational fluid dynamics and, in particular, related 
moving-boundary methods, are evolving rapidly, and are spreading from their traditional 
heartlands of physics, chemistry and mathematics into exciting new areas such as 
macromolecular crystal growth and modeling of molecular processes, and finally into the new 
field of tissue engineering. 

Volume of Fluid methods (VOF, also known as volume tracking methods) and Level-set 
techniques have become popular in the last years as numerical techniques capable of 
modeling complex multi-phase flow separated by a moving interface as well for their 
capability to undertake a fixed-grid solution without resorting to mathematical manipulations 
and transformations 

As explained in the earlier introductive sections, bioreactor cultivation offers a vast array 
of possibilities to enhance the functional properties of tissue engineered cartilage. Due to the 
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large number of parameters, however, results are indeterminate beforehand and afterwards 
difficult to attribute to specific causes. Computational modeling and, in particular, the 
aforementioned moving boundary methods can contribute to this process. 

In the remaining part of this chapter it will be shown how these mathematical models can 
enable a further rationalization of experimental results and become a key asset in controlling 
the development and thus the functionality of tissue engineered constructs.  

Since only a combination of a suitable biochemical and mechanical environment is likely 
to provide functional tissue engineered constructs, both aspects will be integrated in a 
numerical model. This requires a description of highly coupled phenomena such as solute 
transport, cell growth, matrix biosynthesis and tissue (mass and form) morphological 
evolution. The final aim of this chapter is the development of an integrated numerical 
framework for tissue engineering that is able to relate the evolution of local functional tissue 
components to both mechanical and biochemical global bioreactor input parameters.  

Accordingly, the first objective of the present chapter is to establish a numerical 
framework that can describe the local spatial and temporal variations in solute concentrations 
and the interrelated cell response. Specifically, the focus is on the interactions between 
mechanically induced fluid flow and the transport of bioactive solutes that can affect matrix 
synthesis (i.e. the aforementioned socalled tissue surface kinetics). 

The kinetics of matrix synthesis are closely associated with chondrocyte energy 
metabolism. A quantified prediction of utilization is, therefore, important in optimizing 
culture conditions. Based on these considerations, the second objective is to characterize 
chondrocyte nutrient utilization under tissue engineering conditions. For this purpose, 
numerical modeling is employed in the analysis of experimental data, to account for spatial 
and temporal variations and to investigate metabolic relationships under the effect of surface 
fluid-dynamic shear stress.  

Obviously, the third objective is the effective prediction of tissue shape (form) evolution, 
which may be also regarded as a validation of having attained the first and second objectives.  

In practice, it will be shown here how computational modeling can aid in a more 
structured approach.  

 
 

5. A GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE SURFACE KINETICS 
 

5.1. Comparison with Macromolecular Crystal Growth 
 
In the present sub-section some effort is provided to highlight existing analogies between 

the growth of living tissues and macromolecular (protein) crystals. Such a discussion is 
intended to help the reader in the understanding of the fundamental concepts that will be used 
in the next pages for the mathematical definition of the surface tissue kinetics and especially 
in the understanding the reason why the surface kinetics of protein crystals can be regarded as 
a relevant starting theoretical basis to be used for further elaboration and extension to the case 
of living tissues (via the introduction of a precise mathematical formalism for the effect of the 
fluid-dynamic stress mentioned in Sect. 3.1).  
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Analogies about the Macroscopic Behavior of Growing Macromolecular Crystals and 
Growing Biological Tissues 

 
- Protein crystals and organic tissue specimens consist of: 
(a) organic molecules forming a network; (b) ‘bound water’ that lines the large channels 

formed by the wide-open organic material network in bond-like arrangements; (c)’bulk 
water’. 

Protein crystals, in fact, have widely open structures and incorporate up to 90% by 
volume of solvent within the network of protein molecules. Macromolecular crystals are 
mainly composed of solvent. The protein occupies the remaining volume so that the entire 
crystal is in many ways an ordered gel with extensive interstitial spaces through which 
solvent and other ‘small’ molecules may freely diffuse (see, e.g., Rosenberger, 1986 and 
McPherson, 1990). 

As illustrated in Sect. 2, in the case of biological tissues, as cells replicate, they self-
associate to form a complex matrix of collagens, proteins, fibers, and other chemicals. Also in 
this case, water is the major component of the construct. Soft tissues consist, in fact, primarily 
of various cell types, an extracellular matrix, and abundant water (see, e.g., Humphrey et al., 
2001). 

- In both cases, on a molecular level, growth follows from the successive 
addition/incorporation of ‘growth units’ or ‘building blocks’ to a lattice. Growth units can 
consist of single molecules or possibly of clusters of molecules. In solution, growth units are 
typically solvated, i.e. are surrounded by highly regularly arranged shells of solvent 
molecules that interact with the growth unit in a bond-like fashion. In the case of 
macromolecular crystals the growth units are merely added to the crystal surface (the 
molecules orient and attach themselves to the growing surface) without changing their initial 
composition. In the case of biological tissues, the growth units are incorporated and converted 
into the main tissue components. Consequently, tissue enlargement occurs due to internal cell 
division and production of extracellular matrix supported by the aforementioned 
incorporation of nutrients in the biological cells. 

- In both cases, the surface kinetics are considerably lower than in most inorganic 
systems. 

- The presence of a distinct boundary layer about the growing organic material (due to the 
depletion of the feeding substance in the liquid phase) supports (for both the cases of protein 
crystal and organic tissue growth) the idea of competitive transport and surface growth 
kinetics in limiting the growth rate of the process (Lappa, 2003a). 

- For both cases, the growth process is associated with the onset of morphological 
instabilities (i.e. habit/shape change of the growing constructs). Corners and edges of the 
specimen grow faster than the center of faces and the different faces exhibit different 
behaviors according to their orientation with respect to the gravity direction. 

- For both cases the nonconstant size of the specimen significantly affects the 
mechanisms underlying the growth process: The ‘depth’ of the face depressions is 
proportional to the size of the sample, i.e. it increases during the growth. 
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5.2. Mathematical Aspects 
 
As outlined in Sect. 5.1, the mass supply in the living tissues is possible through the 

biochemical interaction of the tissue with its environment. This means that the living tissue is 
an open system. Growth proceeds by the incorporation of growth units (atoms, molecules or 
small aggregates) from the feeding solution to the biological construct. Nutrients available in 
the culture medium are incorporated and converted into the main tissue components following 
a chain of biochemical transformations. This incorporation produces a concentration-
depletion zone around the specimen. The size and shape of the depletion zone are controlled 
by the coupled transport of the feeding species in solution to the growing surface and the 
processes allowing these species to be incorporated into the tissue matrix. 

In the case of protein crystals, in particular it is well known that the growth rate (i.e. the 
surface growth kinetics) depends on the steepness of the feeding concentration gradient and 
that this gradient, in turn, depends on the degree of supersaturation. By analogy with these 
models it is reasonable to assume that the concentration of nutrient at the tissue surface must 
satisfy a condition such as: 
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where Ci is the concentration of the nutrient at the construct/liquid interface, D is the related 
diffusion coefficient,  is a kinetic coefficient having the dimensions of a velocity and n 
denotes the direction perpendicular to the sample surface.  

Equation (1) simply follows from the analogous equation for macromolecular crystals by 
replacing the role played in the case of organic crystals by the degree of supersaturation with 
the local value of concentration of nutrient in the liquid phase. If Ci =0, in fact, no net 
increase in the proportion of solid phase can accrue since nutrients are not available (the 
tissue does not grow). On the contrary, if Ci >0, tissue growth occurs and the rapidity of the 
phenomena is driven by the value of the kinetic coefficient . 

The growth rate (see, e.g., Pusey et al., 1986) can be defined as: 
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where S is the total density of the solution and C satisfies eq. (1). 

The above model, introduced in the present chapter by analogy with models for organic 
crystal growth, ignores the fact that, according to biomechanical growth laws experimentally 
observed in the case of soft tissues (see, e.g., the discussions in Sect. 3.1), the rate of growth 
must depend on the stresses. This physical force can induce changes in cell metabolism and 
function.  

In particular, for the reference case considered in this chapter (the experiments of Freed 
et al., 1997, see Sect. 8) the stress environment was found to elicit a physiologic response 
from the cells that are the building blocks of the construct, causing them to undergo internal 
division and produce (ECM) extracellular matrix.  

To model these aspects the kinetic condition should be rewritten as: 
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where f is a function (depending on the type of tissue) of the fluid-dynamic shear stress  at 
the tissue/liquid interface (f is always positive since, contrary to the case of protein crystals, 
the tissue cannot redissolve and consequently the second member of eq. (3) cannot be 
negative). Such a formulation is a natural extension of eq. (1) and still gives no growth 
(C/n=0) in the case of no nutrients. 

This condition finally takes into account (from a theoretical point of view) the main 
aspects of the growth behavior, i.e. the availability of nutrients (Ci), the slow surface kinetics 
() and the intriguing effect of surface shear stress (). It provides, in principle, a quantitative 
metabolic structure accounting for time dependency and tissue spatial distribution (additional 
details on the latter aspect will be provided in Sect. 7). 

The explicit form of the function f for the case of cartilage construct will be discussed in 
Sect. 9. In the next sections the generic form of eq. (3) is maintained to obtain a method that 
is not related to a fixed tissue in particular. 

Before going further in the coverage of the mathematical aspects pertaining to the 
kinetics of growth and related functional dependencies upon macroscopic parameters, the 
next sub-section provides an overview about the possible mechanisms at cellular 
(microscopic) level that have been addressed over recent years as responsible for the 
sensitivity that tissues exhibit to external mechanical stimuli and forces.  

 
 

5.3. Outline about Mechanotransduction and other Processes at Cellular 
Level 

 
While the analysis of the geometry of tissue growth justifies the use of continuum 

mechanics and of macrophysical differential equations for the modeling of the growth 
kinetics (eq. 3), it is insufficient for the understanding/introduction of a microscopic 
phenomenological theory. Such development requires some microphysical reasoning (i.e. the 
understanding of the importance of cell and tissue micromechanics for control of cellular 
biochemistry). 

Unfortunately, the cross-link between macro- (eq. (3)) and micro-scales (the subject of 
this section) remains an open challenging problem. 

Concerning the microphysical aspects, an authoritative source of information is given by 
the recent overview of Ingber (2004), (see also Singhvi et al., 1994, Wang et al., 2000 and 
Hart, 2006). His article reviews a number of works that focus on the mechanism by which 
mechanical and chemical signals interplay to control how individual cells decide whether to 
grow, differentiate, move, or die, and thereby promote pattern formation during tissue growth. 

It is worthwhile to stress how pursuit of this challenge has required development and 
application of new microtechnologies. These approaches have been used to apply controlled 
mechanical stresses to specific cell surface molecules and to measure mechanical and 
biochemical responses; to control cell shape independently of chemical factors; and to handle 
the structural, hierarchical and informational complexity of living cells. Results of these 
studies have changed our view of how cells and tissues control their shape and mechanical 
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properties, and have led to the discovery that some special molecules ("integrins") and the 
"cytoskeleton" play a central role in cellular "mechanotransduction".  

The cytoskeleton is an arrangement of microtubules, microfilaments, and larger filaments 
within a cell serving to provide structural support of components of the cell, and to transport 
components from one part of the cell to another; the filaments are composed of protein and 
form a lattice-like arrangement which may change rapidly with time. Mechanotransduction is 
the process by which cells convert a mechanical signal into a biochemical response; it results 
from cellular membrane deformation.  

Ingber and co-workers (see the references in Ingber, 2004) proposed that the mechanical 
properties of the cytoskeleton, and hence the cell, are based on the use of a particular form of 
architecture known as “tensegrity”. These are structures that gain their stability from 
continuous tension. In their simplest embodiment, tensegrity structures are composed of a 
series of tensed cables that pull towards the center; however, these elements are stabilized in 
space because they are balanced by a subset of elements that resist being compressed. Thus, 
the stability of tensegrity structures depends on maintenance of a prestress. Importantly, all 
cells are known to generate active tension within their contractile cytoskeleton, and to exert 
tractional forces on their substrate adhesions. 

Taken together, these in vitro studies suggest that the major governor of whether cells 
will grow, move, or die when stimulated by soluble factors is the cytoskeleton, and the degree 
to which it is physically distorted or prestressed. This is certainly consistent with the 
macrophysical mechanochemical models of tissue growth and morphological evolution 
discussed in Sect. 5.2. 

Specifically, it was discovered that cells respond mechanically like prestressed network 
structures that are stabilized using tensegrity architecture, and not like a bulk material or 
mechanical continuum. Because of the use of discrete networks, mechanical stresses are 
transmitted across the surface membrane of the cell over specific transmembrane molecules, 
such as integrins, that anchor internal cytoskeletal scaffolds to extracellular support scaffolds 
(i.e., ECM and other cells). 

Signaling molecules that form part of the load-bearing network of the cell experience 
mechanical stresses that are transmitted over these receptors. Mechanical distortion of these 
molecules can impact biochemistry through changes in molecular biophysical parameters 
(e.g., kinetics, thermodynamics). The architecture of the cell, combined with the level of 
tension or prestress in the cytoskeleton, then governs the cellular response to subsequent 
mechanical distortion. In essence, the cell is entirely mechano-chemical; this is the key to all 
living systems (Fox and Hill, 2001).  

In conclusion: The surface fluid-dynamic stresses are transmitted across the cellular 
surface membrane by means of the integrins molecules; these stresses change the level of 
tension within the internal cellular structure (tensegrity architecture); this effect, in turn, 
changes the growth kinetics of the cell and its response to the availability of nutrients. This 
argument provides the necessary biological theoretical background supporting eq. (3) 

In the specific case of chondrocytes and articular cartilage, in particular, various 
researchers have attempted to define the precise cellular pathways that are responsible for 
generating an appropriate biosynthetic response. 

According to these studies, the most direct pathway for load-induced changes is 
deformation of the cell and/or nucleus. The equilibrium modulus of the chondrocyte has been 
estimated to be approximately 1000-fold lower than the cartilage matrix, implying that as the 
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tissue deforms, the chondrocytes also deform. Early work correlated load-induced changes in 
cell shape (Kim et al., 1994) and nuclear structure (Buschmann et al., 1996) with the 
biosynthetic response to mechanical stimuli. Deformation of chondrocyte cytoskeletal 
components such as microtubules and vimentin (Durrant et al., 1999) has also been 
implicated in the mechanotransduction pathway (Jortikka et al., 2000). 

The position of integrins as a bridge between the cytoskeleton and the ECM of articular 
cartilage also confirms their likely role as a mediator in the mechanotransduction pathway. 
Integrins attach to the surrounding extracellular matrix to transduce mechanical signals 
(Lebaron and Athanasiou, 2000; Temenoff and Mikos, 2000). The chondrocyte metabolic and 
catabolic responses are highly sensitive to mechanical loading transmitted via integrins 
(Buckwalter and Mankin, 1998). 

 
 

6. FLUID MOTION: THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS 
 
Flow in the culture liquid is governed by the continuity, Navier-Stokes and species 

equations, that in nondimensional conservative form read :  
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where DSc   is the Schmidt number, ( is the kinematic viscosity of the culture liquid). 

The nondimensional form of the equations results from scaling the lengths by a reference 
distance (e.g., L= 1 [cm]), the time by L2/D, velocity V and pressure p by D/L and 

S D2/L2, 

respectively; the initial value of nutrient is C(o). Note that concentrations are not posed in 
nondimensional form ([g cm-3]). 

Like the case of macromolecular crystals, assumptions invoked in the development of 
equations for this continuum model include: laminar flow, Newtonian behavior of the phases 
(this implies that the tissue should be treated as highly viscous fluids), constant phase 
densities. 

Moreover, the tissue is assumed to be nondeforming, while the multiphase region (region 
where nutrients are absorbed and increase of mass occurs) is viewed as a porous material 
characterized by an isotropic permeability  (see Lappa 2003b,c for further details on this 
approach). The term –ScV/ in eq. (5), in fact, is the Darcy term added to the momentum 
equation to damp convection in the solid phase. In the present analysis permeability is 
assumed to vary according to the Carman-Kozeny equation (Bennon and Incropera, 1987a,b) 
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 , =10-5 where  is the “phase variable” accounting for the organic solid mass 

stored in the generic computational control volume (=1 biological tissue, =0 feeding 
solution and 0<<1 for an interfacial cell). 
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7. MOVING BOUNDARY METHODS 
 
Equation (3) takes into account the mass exchange between the tissue and the 

surrounding culture medium at its surface. Equations (4-6) can be used to determine fluid 
motion and transport of nutrients in the liquid phase. As anticipated, the next step along the 
way that leads to an iterative procedure for the determination of the effective dependencies in 
eq. (3), consists of introducing a moving boundary (CFD) method for numerical simulation of 
tissue growth and morphological evolution according to such set of coupled equations. In 
practice, such moving boundary method must be regarded as the necessary means by which 
the aforementioned functional dependencies can be posed in explicit form and can be finally 
tested for their ability to predict known patterns of growth. 

Volume of Fluid methods (VOF, also known as volume tracking methods) and Level-set 
techniques have become popular in the last years as numerical techniques capable of 
modeling complex multi-phase flow separated by a moving interface (for a very 
comprehensive discussion dealing with the genesis and the evolution of these eulerian 
methods see, e.g., Lappa 2005; Hogea et al. 2005 and Macklin and Lowengrub 2005).  

Lappa (2003c), in particular, introduced a new class of techniques, specifically devoted to 
tissue engineering and based on the fundamental principles at the basis of the aforementioned 
volume tracking methods. It is described in the following sub-section. 

 
 

7.1. OTGVOF - The Organic Tissue Growth Volume of Fraction Method 
 
On the surface of the tissue ( 0 ,0<<1), nutrient concentration must satisfy the 

kinetic condition given in eq. (3) that in nondimensional form reads: 
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along two perpendicular directions x and y, respectively (twodimensional or axisymmetric 
problem). 

In eq. (7) the concentration gradient can be computed as: 
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where n̂  is the unit vector perpendicular to the construct/liquid interface pointing into the 

culture medium: 
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~~  fC  represents the mass-exchange flux between solid and liquid phase (i.e. tissue 

and feeding solution). The mass (tissue matrix coming from incorporation and conversion of 
nutrients) stored in computational cells that are undergoing phase change can be computed 
according to the equation:  
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where ds is the portion of the tissue surface (by definition perpendicular to the interface 

normal vector n̂ ) ‘bounded’ by the frontier of the control volume (computational cell) 

located astride the tissue surface. 
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where j are the partial densities of the main tissue components; correspondingly: 
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where dv is the volume of the computational cell. 

Therefore the phase field equation reads 
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with C satisfying eq. (11). 

From mass-balance the solution for the normal velocity at the interface is : 
 

  */ˆ  STnV   if 0  , 0<<1 (16a) 
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where S and T are the total density of the solution and the total density of the specimen, 
respectively, and the nondimensional growth rate can be computed as: 
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  (16b) 

 
with C (glucose concentration) satisfying eq. (11). 

Equations (11), (15) and (16) behave as ‘moving-boundary conditions’, their solution 
being strictly associated to the computational check on the value of  and its gradient. For 
instance, in the case of eqs. (15), the phase variable  is updated (i.e. /t0) only where 

0  and 0<<1, i.e. close to the tissue/solution interface where tissue enlargement occurs 

due to the aforementioned internal cell division and production of extracellular matrix. On the 
contrary,  does not change (i.e. /t=0) far from the surface.  

 
 

Discretization 
 
Equations (4-6) subjected to the initial and boundary conditions can be solved 

numerically in primitive variables by a control-volume method. In the following, for clarity, 
forward differences in time are used to discretize the partial differential equations, obtaining 
(n superscript indicates time step): 
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The orientation of the surface of the crystal is used herein in determining the face fluxes 

for the computation of C at the crystal surface (eq. (11)). The interface orientation depends on 
the direction of the volume fraction-gradient of the phase within the cell, and that of the 
neighboring cell (or cells) sharing the face in question.  

The unit vector n̂  results from the gradient of a smoothed phase field 


, where the 

transition from one phase to the other takes place continuously over several cells (4 or 5). The 
smoothed phase field 


 is obtained by convolution of the unsmoothed field  with an 

interpolation function. 
Depending on the interface’s orientation, concentration gradients must be discretized by 

forward or backward schemes. For this reason eq. (11) in discretized form reads (note that the 
i and j subscripts indicate the relative position along x and y, respectively, of the nodal values 
of C): 
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jiC is computed from eq. (19), then the phase variable can be updated using eq. (15): 
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According to eqs. (19) and (20), if the nutrient concentration in the culture medium is 

locally depleted, correspondingly, the solid mass stored in the computational cell grows and 
the phase variable is increased. These phenomena are driven by the surface-kinetic condition 
and by the shear-stress distribution, i.e. the existing deposit grows if the nutrient 
concentration is not zero and the mass exchange is proportional to the kinetic coefficient and 
to the local value of the fluid shear stress.  

In eq. (20) s is the ‘reconstructed’ portion of the solid wall. The determination of s 
requires a well-defined ‘interface-reconstruction’ technique (the shape of the construct for a 
fixed time is not known a priori and must be determined as part of the solution, see, e.g., the 
nonconnecting straight lines PLIC technique of Gueyffier et al., 1999). 

The solution procedure is summarized in the flow scheme below for additional clarity; it 
proceeds in 4 major stages: 

 
1. Solution of eq. (17) according to the well-known SMAC method (see, e.g., Lappa, 

1997): Vn+1 is computed as a function of V n; 
2. Solution of the species equation (eq. (18)) in the region where =0: 1nC is computed 

as a function of the corresponding distribution nC  and of V n; 

3. Updating of the local values of C at the tissue/culture-medium interface according to 
eqs. (19). This stage accounts for glucose depletion (due to incorporation into the 
tissue) at time n+1; 

4. Adjournment of the phase-field variable distribution. The exact location of the 
interface is reconstructed according to the PLIC scheme. Then the phase-field 
variable is updated according to its distribution at the previous time step (n) and on 
the basis of the newly computed values of concentration 1nC  at the construct 

interface (see eq. (20)). This final stage accounts for the increase of size of the 
specimen at time n+1. 
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7.2. The OTGLSET - Organic Tissue Growth Level Set Method 

 
As an alternative to VOF techniques, it is also possible to use a level-set technique. This 

method, first introduced by Osher and Sethian (1998), is conceptually similar to a phase-field 
model in that the tissue/liquid interface  is represented as the zero contour of a level-set 
function, (r,t), which has its own equation of motion. A possible solution procedure is 
summarized in the flow scheme below; it proceeds in 5 major stages (Lappa, 2004): 

[i] advancing the interface, [ii] reinitializing the level-set function to be a signed distance 
function, [iii] solving for the new concentration and velocity fields in the culture medium 
(eqs. (4-6)), [iv] adjourning of the local values of C at the tissue/feeding-solution interface 
(eq. (11), this stage accounts for solute depletion), [v] computing the surface growth-rate 
distribution. As for the VOF method, the growth velocity is not directly imposed but it results 
from internal conditions related to the intrinsic mechanisms of growth of the tissue, i.e. from 
eq. (7). From mass balance, the nondimensional velocity (qn) of the advancing tissue interface 
reads : 
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The motion of the interface is accomplished by solution of the equation: 
 

0

 

F
t

 (22) 

 
that advects the contours of  along the directions normal to the interface according to the 
velocity field F, which varies in space. F is constructed to be an extension of the interface 
velocity, qn , such that F=qn for points on the interface and the lines of constant F are normal 
to the interface. 

After solving eq. (22) for one time step, the level-set function will no longer be equal to 
the distance away from the interface. It is necessary to reinitialize  to be a signed distance 
function. This step is accomplished by solving 
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The reader will find additional theoretical background and explanations about the level-

set technique in Hogea et al. (2005) and Macklin and Lowengrub (2005). 
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8. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE 

 
For practical applications the details of the specific tissue under consideration have to be 

introduced in the model (see eqs. (11) and (15)). The landmark experiments by Freed et al. 
(1997) are considered here as a reference case. 

As anticipated, functional cartilaginous constructs for scientific research and eventual 
tissue repair were cultivated by these researchers (Freed et al., 1997 and Obradovic et al., 
2000) in rotating bioreactors starting from chondrocytes immobilized on polymeric scaffolds 
and fed by glucose. The scaffolds gradually degraded as the cells regenerated a cartilaginous 
tissue matrix consisting of water (soft tissues consist, in fact, primarily of various cell types, 
an extracellular matrix, and abundant water), glycosaminoglycan GAG and type II collagen.  

GAG and collagen were found to be the main cartilage components by Freed et al. 
(1997), i.e.  

 

 CollagenGAG

k

k    (24) 

 
with the partial densities being given by GAG= 6x10-2 [g cm-3] and collagen= 2.7x10-2 [g cm-3], 
respectively. 

For the numerical simulation of the problem, in the following the equations and the initial 
and boundary conditions are solved numerically in cylindrical coordinates. In the experiments 
of Freed et al. (1997), in fact, the specimen (a disk-shaped cartilage construct having an initial 
size 5 [mm] x 2 [mm]) was maintained settling at an approximately steady position within the 
vessel with its flat circular area perpendicular to the direction of motion. Such a state of 
continuous freefall was obtained by tuning the rotation rate of the bioreactor up to reach a 
condition of equilibrium between the forces acting on the specimen (buoyancy and drag). 

Thus, the specimen can be supposed to maintain axisymmetric shape during the growth 
process, its symmetry axis being coincident with the symmetry axis of the cylindrical scaffold 
initially used to seed the chondrocytes. The velocity field can be supposed to be uniform and 
parallel to the above-mentioned axis at a sufficient distance (about 1 [cm]) from the construct 
(undisturbed conditions). Its intensity there is assumed to be equal to the terminal velocity 
U=4.64 [cm/s].  

A 20 [mm] high and 20 [mm] wide (radius=10 [mm]) computational domain is 
simulated. Figure 1 shows the geometry of the computational domain and the boundary 
conditions (note that due to the axisymmetry of the model, for the sake of simplicity and 
brevity, only half of the generic meridian plane is shown therein): y=0 corresponds to the 
symmetry axis, y=1 to the distance from the axis at which undisturbed flow conditions 
prevail, x=0 corresponds to the inflow section (in the laboratory frame the construct holds a 
fixed position and the fluid moves upward in the direction opposite to the gravity force), 
correspondingly x=2 is the outflow section.  
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Figure 1. Sketch of the computational domain and boundary conditions (U is the terminal velocity, u 
and v are the velocity components in axial and radial directions respectively). 

For y=0 mirror boundary conditions are imposed, i.e. the radial-velocity component (v) is 
zero and the axial one (u) does not change across the axis (du/dy=0); for y=1 undisturbed 
flow conditions are imposed, i.e. v=0 (the undisturbed flow does not have a radial-velocity 
component) and u=U; for x=0 again undisturbed flow conditions are imposed; for x=2 
(outflow section) the axial-velocity component is equal to the terminal velocity as for the 
inflow section (the volumetric rate of flow has to be constant throughout the system being the 
liquid an incompressible fluid) but a nonzero radial-velocity component may be present due 
to the interaction of the moving fluid with the obstruction created by the presence of the 
organic construct; for this reason the condition dv/dx =0 is imposed there (this condition 
guarantees that the radial velocity at the outflow section is free to change according to the 
behavior of the wake produced beyond the specimen). 

On the basis of a grid-refinement study (not shown for the sake of brevity) a mesh with 
200 points in the axial direction and 100 points in the radial direction is used. Growth is 
obtained from a solution with initial concentration Cglucose(o) =4.5x10-3

 [g cm-3] (the diffusion 
coefficient is D

glucose
=6.7x10-6 [cm2 s-1], the kinematic viscosity is =8x10-3 [cm2 s-1]). The 

frontier of the domain is supposed to be at constant concentration during the growth process 
(i.e. C

glucose
=C

glucose(o)
).  
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Figure 2. Experimental histological cross section of cartilage construct cultured for six weeks 
(Obradovic et al., 2000. Reproduced with permission of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. 
Copyright  2000 AIChe. All rights reserved). 

In the experiments (see Obradovic et al., 2000) cells proliferated over the first 5-7 days. 
Only after cell growth ceased did the cells begin to separate themselves by synthesizing 
matrix components (GAG + Collagen). For these reasons the investigators focused on the 
period ranging between the first ten days of growth and six weeks (42 days, see Fig. 2). The 
same period is considered for numerical simulation. 

 
 

9. THE KINETICS OF CARTILAGE TISSUE 
 

9.1. Iterative Procedure and Explicit Macroscopic Dependencies 
 
As explained in Sect. 5, numerical simulations can be carried out on the basis of 

mathematical models of the growth process similar to those usually employed for 
macromolecular crystals (that grow due to the slow addition of solute molecules to the 
surface, e.g., eq. (3)). The fluid-dynamics occurring in the surrounding culture medium can be 
taken into account according to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.  

During the real experiments the different effects summarized in the right member of eq. 
(3) cannot be separated; they act all together and the related mutual interference can be very 
complex. This limitation, however, can be removed in the virtual environment provided by 
numerical simulation. 

In such an environment full understanding of the role played by each single factor 
(availability of nutrients, kinetic coefficients and also fluid-dynamic shear forces) and the 
relative 'importance' with respect to each other in affecting the tissue growth process can be 
achieved by computational extensive parametric investigation. For instance, some parameters 
can be systematically taken into account while 'switching off' the effect of the remaining ones. 
Computer graphics (animation) allows the effect and 'the intensity' of each parameter to be 
discerned through direct visualization of the morphological evolution of the tissue shape. 
Finally, in the light of these findings, mathematical models taking into account all the 
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environmental factors and their relative importance can be introduced and used to simulate 
the 'ensemble behavior' of the system (i.e. the proposed 'global' growth laws can be tested for 
their ability to predict the known patterns of growth, e.g., for the present case the experiments 
of Freed et al. (1997)).  

Within this context, a first step is given by the application of eq. (3) with no consideration 
for the effect of the shear stress (i.e. eq. (1)). Fig. 3 shows the corresponding results. In such 
simulations the necessary value for the kinetic coefficient has been obtained tuning its value 
in order to match the growth rate observed during the experiments (70 [m/day]). These 
results clearly show that, even if the final size of the sample corresponds to the experimental 
one, its final shape does not reproduce the experimental result in Fig. 2. The tissue maintains 
the initial shape related to the cylindrical scaffold used to seed the cartilage cells, i.e. it tends 
to grow equally in all directions, the concentration of nutrients around the specimen provided 
by the rotating vessel being almost uniform.  

This artifice proves that the presence of the term  ~~
f  is necessary. It provides the 

required theoretical formalism for the heretofore controversial and poorly understood effect 
of the fluid-dynamic surface stress; according to eq. (3) the diffusion of momentum towards 
the tissue interface deeply influences the growth process; it is worth remarking that, as also 
discussed in Sect. 5.3, due to cellular mechanotransduction there is a 'direct' effect of the 
fluid-dynamic shear stress on the surface incorporations and conversion kinetics. It alters the 
manner in which nutrients are incorporated into the tissue mass and the tissue grows.  

In practice, the function  ~~
f  accounts for the physiologic response of the biological 

tissue to the surface stress distribution that acts to modify the internal cell division and 
addition of extracellular matrix mechanisms (responsible for tissue enlargement and therefore 
the rate of absorption of nutrients).  
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Figure 3. Snapshot of growing tissue and surrounding velocity field at t=40 [days], m=0. 
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Figure 4. Snapshot of growing tissue and surrounding velocity field at t=40 [days], m=1. 

At this stage it is also worthwhile to emphasize how, despite the aforementioned 
analogies, there is a notable difference with respect to the case of lifeless macromolecular 
crystals where only solute transport and crystal intrinsic mechanisms of 'slow addition' of 
molecules to the crystalline structure play a significant role (the term ~  does not appear in the 
equation for the kinetics). Of course in the case of protein crystals convective effects can also 
be present, but they do not enter directly the growth mechanisms. Rather they have an indirect 
effect on the concentration distribution around the growing crystal modifying the local values 
of C with respect to purely diffusive conditions. 
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Figure 5. Snapshot of growing tissue and surrounding velocity field at t=40 [days], m=2. 
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Figure 6. Snapshot of growing tissue and surrounding velocity field at t=40 [days], m=1/3. 

With regard to the explicit dependency of f
~  on ~ , it can be determined by parametric 

simulations. Such an analysis has initially shown that f
~  does not behave as a linear function 

of ~ . The results obtained for f
~~  are plotted in Fig. 4.  

Direct comparison of Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 highlights that a linear dependence of f
~ on ~  

leads to significant overestimation of the local growth rates close to lower corners of the 
construct. Such a deviation from the experimental results tends to become even larger when a 
quadratic dependence is assumed ( f

~ 2~ see Fig. 5). 

For this reason the general form f
~ m~  has been assumed and simulations have been 

carried out for different fractional values of m<1 (1/2, 1/3, 1/4) up to match the behavior 
observed during the experiments as well as the final shape of the tissue after 40 days of 
growth.  

This method has shown that the best possible agreement is achieved for 1/3m1/2. In 
particular, f

~ =b m~ where b is a nondimensional constant. The related results are discussed in 

detail in the next section. The major theoretical outcome of such an approach is that for the 
case of cartilage construct: 

 

 mbf ~~
      Cb

n

C m ~~
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2
1

3
1  m  (25) 

 
According to eq. (25), the determined dependence of the effective flux of nutrients 

absorbed by the construct on the local feeding concentration at the construct surface is linear, 
like the case of protein crystals. These crystals, in fact, as explained in Sect. 5 exhibit quite a 
similar sensitivity on the local value of supersaturation. However, it is noteworthy how the 
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growth phenomena in the case of living materials are not limited to the mere effect of the 
availability of nutrients. They depend on both transfer of mass (the aforementioned 
availability of nutrients) and momentum (surface shear stress) to the tissue surface; the latter 
effect involves mechanotransduction at sub-cell level, a mechanism absent in the case of 
lifeless materials. 

Following the philosophy discussed before, the values for the coefficients in eq. (25) can 
be determined in a very special way: several simulations can be carried out for different 
values of these parameters, then the effective coefficients can be selected out on the basis of 
the experimentally found rate of growth of the specimen size (the size of the construct 
increased at a constant rate of 70 [m/day] = 8.1x10-8

 [cm s-1] = 8.1 [Å s-1], see Obradovic et 
al., 2000). For instance, such an approach gives for m=1/2, = 3x10-6 [cm s-1] and b=5.5x10-5.  

Validation of this special procedure, of course, is necessary. In practice, it is provided by 
the very good agreement of numerical predictions obtained using these values with the 
experimentally found morphological data (this agreement is illustrated in the next pages). The 
two parameters  and b are determined, as explained above, through comparison with the 
experimental data of Obradovic et al. (2000) dealing with the rate of increase of the tissue 
size. This rate is an average shape-independent parameter. On the contrary, the criterion to 
conclude that the model is correct is based on the morphological (shape-change) evolution of 
the tissue. The numerical results, in fact, are able to reproduce the morphological evolution 
observed by Obradovic et al. (2000) even if no data are provided by Obradovic et al. (2000) 
with regard to the laws and kinetics modeling the shape evolution. 

 
 

9.2. Convective Effects, Tissue Growth Evolution and Morphology  
 
As an example, the growth process for m=1/2 is shown in Figs. 7. Each figure of the 

sequence corresponds to a different snapshot of the growth process.  
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Figures 7. Snapshots of growing tissue and surrounding velocity field: (a) t= 10 [days], (b) t=16 [days], 
(c) t=22 [days], (d) t=28 [days], (e) t=34 [days], (f) t=40 [days]. With regard to the experiments of 
Obradovic et al. (2000), note that frame (a) and frame (f) correspond to their initial condition (scaffold) 
and to the construct cultured for six weeks respectively. 

A toroidal vortex roll is created behind the growing specimen. This behavior is due to the 
obstruction created in the fluid flow by the presence of the disk-shaped tissue with its circular 
area perpendicular to the direction of motion. The toroidal convection roll appears in the 
generic meridian plane in the form of two vortices located behind the body in the downstream 
direction. The two vortices are embedded in a low-velocity region hereafter referred to as 
"wake".  
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Figure 8. Glucose-concentration distribution (t=40 [days]). 

Note that the interaction of the flow entering into the computational domain from the 
lower boundary with the axisymmetric body embedded in the inner space of the reactor leads 
to two main effects. One is the aforementioned creation of a wake, the second one is an effect 
of deceleration/acceleration of the fluid. The flow is strongly curved since it enters the 
computational domain directed along x and is then forced to skirt around the construct. Due to 
this path and its initial conditions, the fluid is initially decelerated along x up to the stagnation 
conditions on the tissue surface; then it is accelerated in the downstream direction due to the 
cross-sectional-area reduction associated to the presence of the specimen. This structure is 
crucial in determining the distribution of surface shear stress and thus the growth behavior. 

The simulations show that the corners and edges of the tissue are more readily supplied 
with solute (glucose) than the center of sides (this leads to morphological instability and to a 
macroscopic depression around the center of the faces, see Figs. 7). This is due to the pattern 
of the nutrient concentration field around the growing construct. As previously discussed, 
absorption of the solute into the tissue causes a local depletion in concentration and a solutal 
concentration gradient to form between the bulk solution and the growth interface. Like the 
case of protein crystals, the ‘steepness’ of the gradient determines the rate of solute transport 
to the growth interface, the steepness being maximum around the corners (see, e.g., Fig. 8). 
Superimposed on this is the fact that a protuberance on the interface sees a higher shear stress 
and, according to eqs. (11) and (15), grows faster than a depression, which sees a lower shear 
stress.  

This behavior is evident in Fig. 9a where the growth-habit simulation and the progression 
of cartilaginous matrix deposition are shown. Note that, as anticipated, the onset of 
morphological instabilities and the existence of ‘depressions’ around the center of the faces of 
growing tissues (shown by the present numerical results) is in very good agreement with the 
experimental results of Freed et al. (1997) and Obradovic et al. (2000) (see Fig. 9b). Figures 
9, in particular, allow the reader to compare the numerical results with the experimental ones 
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(Obradovic et al., 2000) by highlighting some characteristic points along the border of the 
construct (please consider the correspondence between the points A-F in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b). 

It is worthwhile to point out that the ‘depth’ of the face depressions is proportional to the 
size of the specimen, i.e. it increases during the growth (Fig. 9a).  

As time passes and the tissue widens, in fact, the disturbance in the flow field produced 
by the presence of the construct becomes larger. This behavior, in turn, increases the value of 
the shear stresses responsible for the growth of protuberances on the surface (see Fig. 10). 

A detailed description of these phenomena requires a separation of the analysis for the 
different faces of the construct. 

The ‘face’ (average) growth rate exhibits a different value according to the orientation of 
the face with respect to the main direction of the flow, i.e. an important parameter is the 
relative direction of the different faces, which induces varying conditions for each face.  
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Figures 9. (a) Tissue growth-habit simulation and progression of cartilaginous matrix deposition: 
snapshots of the tissue shape versus time (t= 5.2x104 [s]), (b) experimental histological cross section 
of cartilage construct cultured for six weeks (Obradovic et al., 2000. Reproduced with permission of the 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers. Copyright  2000 AIChe. All rights reserved). 
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Figure 10. Maximum surface shear stress versus t. 

 

Figure 11. Velocity field and nondimensional shear-stress distribution (x10-8, t=40 [days], the 
experimental histological cross-section of cartilage construct cultured for six weeks obtained by 
Obradovic et al., 2000, has been superimposed on the independently computed tissue shape and on the 
velocity and shear-stress distributions at the same time). 
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Figure 11 shows in detail how the convection effect results in higher local shear stresses 
near the surface where the flow is incoming (lower face) and in lower shear stresses near the 
surface where the flow is outgoing (upper face). This behavior can be explained according to 
the fact that the upper side faces a region where recirculating flow occurs and therefore the 
fluid is close to stagnation conditions. For this reason the shear stresses causing growth there 
are weakened and correspondingly the growth rate is reduced. For the same reasons onset of 
morphological instabilities is prevented for the upper side (the tissue surface facing the wake 
is almost plane and without irregularities). 

Note, moreover, that as time passes, the toroidal vortex close to the upper side becomes 
larger (Figs. 7). The expansion of the wake is strictly related to the behavior of the tissue that 
puffs out due to growth.  

At the same time, for the same reason (increasing size of the sample), the shear stresses 
(and associated growth rates) at the corners of the lower surface increase. This is due to the 
acceleration of the flow around the corners induced by the progressive reduction of the 
available cross-sectional area in the direction perpendicular to the flow and provides a 
theoretical explanation for the trend shown in Fig. 10. It is noteworthy how the expansion of 
the lower edges in the radial direction (see Figs. 7e-f) is also responsible for the presence of 
an additional secondary small vortex ring circumferentially wrapped around the construct. 

In Fig. 11 the experimental histological cross section of cartilage construct cultured for 
six weeks (Obradovic et al., 2000) has been superimposed on the independently computed 
tissue shape and on the velocity and shear-stress distributions at the same time. This artifice is 
used to highlight how the numerical and experimental results are in very good agreement and 
how edges and protuberances correspond to the regions of high shear stress. The 
superposition provides validation of the present shear-stress-based kinetic model and 
associated moving-boundary (CFD) computational method. Note that the left side of the 
experimental image has been replaced by the mirror image of the right side. This artifice has 
been used since, as explained in Sect. 8, the model used for the numerical computations is 
axisymmetric. For this reason it cannot reproduce the weak asymmetry that may characterize 
the specimen from an experimental point of view. The prediction of weak asymmetries 
arising in the final shape of the tissue due to environmental factors such as 3D instabilities of 
the flow field in the wake behind the specimen, Coriolis forces, terminal velocity nonparallel 
to the symmetry axis, small asymmetries in the initial shape of the scaffold, curvature of the 
flow due to the rotation of the vessel, etc. would require 3D computations; the evaluation of 
these minor aspects, however, is out of the scope of the present chapter. 

 
 

10. TWO SCAFFOLDS IN A TANDEM CONFIGURATION 
 

In this section the numerical model defined in the earlier pages on the basis of direct 
comparison with available experimental results is used to provide predictive practical 
information for the case of a two-scaffold arrangement for which the fluid-dynamic interplay 
between the two bodies is expected to alter the final construct shape with respect to the case 
of an isolated scaffold. 

The interplay between two specimens in a tandem arrangement is investigated in terms of 
the shear stress environment that occurs around the trailing scaffold due to the fluid-dynamic 
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wake released by the leading one and in terms of the consequent construct morphological 
evolution. Such a case may be regarded as a more realistic simulation of effective 
experimental conditions encountered during cartilaginous tissue growth by means of the 
rotating bioreactor technique; as shown by Freed et al. (1997) many scaffolds can ”hover” 
within the growth reactor in fixed equilibrium positions; tandem configurations are possible 
as well as groups of scaffolds staying together for a long time. 

The sequence of evolution stages is depicted in Figs. 12. Each figure of the sequence 
corresponds to a different snapshot of the growth process. They clearly show that a toroidal 
roll is created behind each growing specimen.  

In the following discussion, to improve clarity first the attention is focused on the leading 
(lower with respect to the dynamical sedimentation process) body, then the effect related to 
the trailing (upper) one are depicted in detail. 

According to the simulations the corners of the leading tissue grow faster than the 
analogous edges of the trailing one; this effect leads to morphological instability and to a 
macroscopic depression around the center of the faces similar to that observed in the case of a 
single isolated scaffold.  

Like the case of an isolated sample, in fact, the influence of fluid motion on the lower 
body results in higher local shear stresses near the surface where the flow is incoming (lower 
face of the leading sample) and in a lower shear stresses near the surface where the flow is 
outgoing (upper face). For the same reasons onset of morphological instabilities is prevented 
for the leading-sample upper side (the tissue surface facing the wake is almost plane and 
without irregularities). 

In a similar way, onset of morphological instabilities is prevented for the upper side of 
the trailing construct. The second sample, however, exhibits a remarkable difference with 
respect to its companion. The increase of size and the face growth rates do not show 
significant difference for the top and bottom sides. This occurs since in this case the incoming 
flow (wake from the lower sample) carries quasi-stagnant liquid. The trailing construct is 
bounded by its own wake by one side and by the wake of the lower specimen by the other 
side. The shear stresses in liquid phase are small regardless the flow is incoming or outgoing. 
This, on the other hand, explains why the size of the leading construct tends to be larger than 
that of the upper one (Fig. 13) and why face depressions do not occur for the latter (a 
depression is still present on the lower side but its extension is considerably reduced with 
respect to the depression that occurs on the lower side of the leading tissue). The upper 
sample is located in a quasi-stagnant liquid zone where the velocity is small and the related 
gradients are damped; this considerably weakens the morphological instabilities and related 
effects on the construct shape. 

Analysis of evolution in time of the growth process in Figs. 13 shows that at the 
beginning (after few days) the wake of the lower scaffold does not directly interact with the 
upper scaffold. The wake axial extension is quite limited with respect to the distance between 
the two bodies. As time passes, however, it widens in both the axial and radial directions (see 
frames, (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 12). According to this behavior, the difference between the size 
of the two samples tends to diverge as shown in Fig. 13. 
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Figures 12. Pattern formation (m=1/3) and velocity field evolution for two scaffolds in a tandem 
configuration (leading scaffold at x=0.6, trailing scaffold at x=1.5): (a) after 11 [day], (b) after 20 
[days], (c) after 30 [days], (d) after 40 [days] (Lappa, 2006). 
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Figure 13. Specimen maximum radial size ([cm]) as a function of time t*=t-10 ([days]). 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the present work, a general modeling framework for cartilage tissue engineering has 

been proposed and subsequently elaborated. The aim of the approach was to provide an 
integration of the interactions between biomechanics, solute transport and cell behavior, 
which occur simultaneously during bioreactor culture. 

Quite a solid explanation to the controversial issue related to the role played in tissue 
engineering by the shear stress (induced by relative motion between a growing specimen and 
the external liquid) has been provided (mostly based on the findings of Lappa, 2003c, 2004 
and 2006).  

In particular, a precise nonlinear relationship between growth rates and shear stress has 
been introduced. 

The main advantage of the proposed computational framework is that it can provide 
spatial information, in the form of effective concentration gradients at the tissue surface, 
which are, in general, not available experimentally. In addition, based on experimental data, 
assumptions on metabolic regulation mechanisms can be evaluated quantitatively. 

The basic strategy for obtaining such a methodology has been based on the combination 
of published experimental results with relatively simple theoretical models imported from 
akin fields (macromolecular crystal growth). First the trends in available data have been used 
to postulate qualitatively biomechanical principles for growth. Then, explicit growth laws 
have been proposed, tested and further refined according to their ability to predict the known 
patterns of growth. The proposed approach has displayed solid capabilities to predict and 
elucidate experimental observations and to identify cause-and-effect relationships, i.e. to give 
insights into the mechanisms driving the phenomena under investigation. 

It is worth remarking that the recognition of the critical links between fluid-mechanics 
and tissue biochemistry will lead to novel strategies for the development of new drugs and 
engineered tissues, to the design of new culture protocols and bioreactors, as well as 
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biomimetic microdevices and nanotechnologies that more effectively function within the 
context of living tissues.  
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